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Energy Transmutation Center
 

I was told recently that there have been some changes in the energy movement 
especially when we start to clear energy. My friend had mention that the platinum 
net now sweeps down into the earth instead of sending the energy back into the 
source. This was quite puzzling to my friend and he did a channeling and found 
out about a new energy center in the inner plane. Now I would like to share this 
information which I later channeled from my Elohim teachers. 
 
This new energy center that is now in the centre of the earth is called the energy 
transmutation center. This facility main purpose is to help mother earth to remove 
any negative energy that is transmitted to her. As we all know, the earth like us is 
a living thing. So why are we constantly giving Mother Earth the negativity and 
expect her to clear the negativity for us? This is the problem that most spiritual 
personnel do not understand.  
 
The earth like us also have an energy limit and that she could only do that much 
now. There is no increase in the amount of energy that mother earth has that can 
be use to clear the negativity that people have. Though some healers argue that 
they are sending the energy of healing to the earth by grounding, most of the 
time they are sending negative energy down. This is only the normal negative 
energy to add on there is also a mixture of the practioner’s personal energy. Most 
practitioners ground their energy completely into the earth. Yet, the idea of 
energy work is to preserve the energy with our consciousness. So why should we 
ground it away after all the hard work? The proper term should be balance the 
energy. I see many facilitators and initiates ground their energy away. This is a 
bit ironic.  
 
So to solve this problem of energy dumping, the Elohims as their first task to help 
earth evolve built an inner plane energy transmutation center. The task force that 
built the center is Elohim Aloha and Peace. They are the elohims of the sixth ray 
and they help in bringing peace to earth. The energy transmutation centre is 
divided into three parts - The energy collection centre, the energy filtration centre, 
the energy containment center.   
 
The energy collection center is where all the energy that you sent or ground is 
being collected and the energy is being harness for filtration and transmutation. 
So next time if you really cannot stop grounding, then, send your energy to the 
energy collection center. Just say “ground energy to energy transmutation 



center– collection centre please thanks you.” Or visualize the energy centre and 
grow your roots there.  
 
The filtration center is built to transmute the negative energy with love and light. 
There is a specific agent called energy transmutation agent. This agent can be 
release to the physical environment to clear negativity. So you may allow yourself 
to release the agent into you healing space after a healing session. This allows 
the negativity to be cleared there and then.  
 
The Final center is the energy containment area. In here, this is where the 
transmuted energy is really given to the earth as vitamins and nourishment. So 
the theory is like drinking water. The water from the pond cannot be drunk if there 
is no filtration. The water may contain negative virus and effects. So the filtration 
ensures the earth is healthy.  
 
Play your part in this game of life. Please do not send unwanted energy to 
anything just send it back to source or balance the energy in take within you. It is 
just a simple “send excess energy back to source with love.” This will not only 
help you and also earth!  
 
The Elohims also noted that there would be new centers opened to help earth 
evolve. So be on a look out for all these new facilities which you can also use!  
 
With Divine Love  
Rev. Khemery / Aloha and Peace 
 
 


